
From: Tim Martin  
Sent: 21 December 2021 13:56 
To: Licensing <Licensing.Licensing@haringey.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: NEW PREMISES LICENCE APPLICATION - 266 MUSWELL HILL BROADWAY, LONDON N10 
 
Hi Daliah  
 
Apologies for the confusion. I am objection to the licence extension for 266 Muswell Hill Broadway.  
 
For completeness here is my objection:  
 
Dear Sirs  
 
This is a further objection to my email below dated 12th August 2021.  
 
I am owner of Flat 24, 77 Muswell Hill, London N10 3PJ. We let this flat out to a tenant.  
 
I am registering my objection to the application by the Broadway restaurant for an extension to its 
existing licence with regard to opening times and alcohol sold.  
 
When Haringey gave the new licence which is in place now The Broadway was going licenced as a 
restaurant.  
 
The opening times given were because previously, with the extended hours of it running it as a 
bar/live music venue it attracted anti-social behaviour such as urinating in the streets in the 
surrounding area (including our block of flats and the Pinnacles flats), unacceptable late night noise 
for a residential area and drug use outside its premises. With dealers hanging around our flats and 
the Pinnacles across the road. 
 
The police had to be continually called and people were frightened to leave their homes because of 
fights. Cars were parked on the pavements and the screaming and noise when people were coming 
and going was unbearable.  Music was played so loud that the noise abatement officer had to be 
called to silence it. We also had the support of our MP when having this bar curtailed. 
Wetherspoon's closes at 12 am so there is no reason for this bar time to be extended. 
 
This is a residential area now (this is undeniable given all the flats that have been developed over the 
last 5 years) and as you are aware from previous meetings this is a totally unacceptable venue to 
have in the area. 
 
We are talking about a hundred residences all paying council tax occupied by families with young 
children and older people  so you should think very carefully about these matters, and refuse the 
application. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Tim Martin  
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